
 

 

 

AGENDA 
NSW STATE COMMITTEE 

 
Thursday 3rd June 2021 @ 9.00am 

Mounties Function Centre, 247 Humphries Road, Mt Pritchard 

 

 
 

 

1. Meeting Opening  
 

1.1  Welcome, attendance and apologies 
1.2  Trade Practices Protocol 
 

 
 
9:00am 
 

 

2. HVIA NATIONAL UPDATE 
 

2.1         CEO Report  
 

 
 
9:05am 

 

3. GOVERNMENT ADVOCACY 
 

3.1          RVSA Implementation Update  
3.2          Infrastructure and Transport Ministers Meeting update  
3.3          Safer Freight Vehicles Discussion Paper 
 

 
 
9:15am 
 

 

4. TECHNICAL UPDATE 
 

4.1    DITRDC Working Groups – Lighting 
4.2         DITRDC – Brakes and Running Gear 
4.3         Update on AS2203 and AS 4869 Coupling Standards Review 
4.4         General Items 
 

 
 
10:00am 
 

 

5. EVENTS 
 

5.1 Brisbane Truck Show 

 

 

11:00am 

 

 

 

6.           WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 
 

6.1         Heavy Vehicle 101 
6.2         Jobs Hub and National Apprentice Challenge 
 
 

 

11:15am  

7.          Guest Speaker: Gavin Hill, Transport Certification Australia- Austroads, (TCA) 
             Onboard Mass Management and Heavy Vehicle Access  
 

11:30am 



 

 

MEETING NOTES 
 
 
2) National Update 
 
2.1) CEO Report 

 
As you can imagine, overwhelmingly, HVIA has been consumed by the Brisbane Truck Show (BTS) in 
the last few months. From the logistics of bump in / bump out, to the associated events connected to 
the BTS, dealing with the multiple sponsors and stakeholders, ensuring the communications and 
marketing, and ticket sales were strong – we are out the other side with what we consider a 
successful show for the times.  The BTS demonstrates that even though many of us will pivot into 
electronic or virtual arenas day to day, nothing beats coming together once every two years to catch 
up, display innovation, connect with customers, learn, engage, network and present our best foot 
forward as an industry.  
 
This year, the show was complemented by the Southbank Truck Festival, which saw the industry 
connect across themes of safety, community, knowledge, careers, innovation and sustainability.  This 
addition provides the industry with the opportunity to present positively and proactively to the broader 
community and saw media engagement including ABC, 7, 9 news locally as well as Channel 7’s 
Sunrise national breakfast program. It also saw increased engagement by Government, decision 
makers and stakeholders.  There is no doubt that the BTS is the industry’s premier event and HVIA 
will continue to hone it and improve it, but the Southbank Truck Festival provides an unheralded 
opportunity to expand the industry’s perception outside of the confines of the Brisbane Convention 
and Exhibition Centre.    
 
In addition, the show is now virtual via an online Australian first in trade, exhibition technology and I 
would encourage you to check out truckshow.online.  
 
We have published a survey to help us improve and to ensure all stakeholders have a say and 
provide constructive feedback.  
 
Away from the BTS, the team have been busy continuing its advocacy and industry-readiness for the 
looming Road Vehicle Standards Act (RVSA) implementation. This culminated in presentations, both 
in person and online, by the Department in April.  An update is included in the papers below.  
 
It has also been a busy time on the advocacy front with Performance Based Standards (PBS) issues 
looming large.  HVIA has been at the forefront of forcing more resources and a higher profile given to 
the industry, which is now presenting opportunities for reform to simplify the system and make it more 
affordable and efficient.  We have more work to do, and there will be more frustration in the short 
term, but we are close to substantial concessions. 

 
As always, I remain available to our members, and welcome your feedback, advice, information or 
contact on 0438 066 441 or t.hacking@hvia.asn.au. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://truckshow.online/
mailto:t.hacking@hvia.asn.au


 

 

3) Government Advocacy 
 
3.1) Road Vehicle Standards Act (RVSA) Implementation. 
 
 On 14 and 15 April the Department held two workshops with HVIA members related to the 
implementation of the RVSA that were attended by Department of Infrastructure Staff. 
 
These workshops raised a range of issues and HVIA wrote to the Department seeking further 
information on: 

• Clearer guidance material on logins, registration and authority to act and the treatment of 
agents  

• Enhanced guidance on demonstrating control over the production process. Including 

clarification over alternatives to ISO 9001 quality management system, requirements for 
commercial agreements with component providers for access to information and, in particular, 
with respect to components with UN ECE approvals. 

• VTA Opt-in Procedures 

• Treatment of Cab Chassis Vehicles  

• Testing of Rover. 

As a result of this letter the Department has indicated that it has updated information on Model 
Reports and Registered Automotive Workshop Scheme (RAWS) workshops, added clarification on 
Authority to Act and is planning to produce updated advice on the use of UN ECE approvals. The 
Department is also conducting a webinar on Rover recalls functionality.  

The latest version of the RVSA’s Rules is now available on the Department website. 

HVIA will provide an overview of the latest updates at the State Committee Meeting.  

 
3.2) Infrastructure and Transport Ministers meeting update. 
 
There are several key issues such as the PBS tyre issue and the Heavy Vehicle National Law (HVNL) 
review which will be considered by Ministers in late May. HVIA will provide an update on the latest 
information as it becomes available. 
 
 
3.3) Safer Freight Vehicles Discussion Paper  
 
In late April the Department of Infrastructure released a discussion paper on Safer Freight Heavy 
Vehicles which addressed a number of possible changes to ADRs which have been under discussion 
for some time including: 

• Exemptions for enhanced vision or monitoring devices, 

• Changes to axle configurations and 

• Options for changes to vehicle width limits 
 
The discussion paper is open for comment until 30 June 2021 
 
HVIA will run through the key options considered in the discussion paper and seek member’s views on 
which options are preferred. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:%20https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/design/files/discussion-paper-safer-freight-vehicles.pdf
mailto:%20https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/design/files/discussion-paper-safer-freight-vehicles.pdf


 

 

4) Technical Update 
 
4.1)  DITRDC Working Group – Lighting. 
 
The lighting working group met for the second time on 17 May. The key item that was presented 
was a draft of a revised ADR 13 Installation of Lighting and Light Signalling Devices. 
 
As members may recall from previous State Committee meetings, this revision to all lighting related 
ADR’s has been prompted by a review of the UN regulations that ADR’s are based on.   
 
As a result of discussion during the first meeting in October 2020, the Department subsequently 
summarised and presented an outline of work that is to be carried out. More detail is included in 
Appendix A of this Notice. 
 
The draft of ADR13/01 is available for review by members. Please contact HVIA Chief Technical 
Officer (CTO), Paul Caus,  p.caus@hvia.asn.au, ph: 0437 901 669. 
 
4.2) DITRDC – Brakes and Running gear working group 
 
The brakes and running the working group met on 3 May. The main topic of discussion was on 
braking requirements for trailers of ATM between 3.5T and 4.5T. Particularly around control systems 
and brake performance. 
 
ADR 62 Mechanical Connections between Vehicles was covered, and the following specific items 
mentioned. 
 

• The Department intends to undertake a comparison between ADR 62 and UN R 55 

• Consideration of harmonising D and V value calculation with VSB 6 

• How a drawbar is to be defined. 
 
HVIA is seeking member comment on the last point and ask that any comments or proposals be 
forwarded to our CTO. 
 
Progress on ADR 63 Trailers Designed for Road Trains review was also discussed. Industry again 
reiterated their desire to delete ADR 63 (and ADR 64 – Heavy Goods Vehicles Designed for Use in 
Road Trains) and incorporate requirements in other relevant existing ADR’s. Collectively, it was 
asked why DITRDC was pushing ahead with a review of ADR 63 rather than deletions. DITRDC 
indicated that their preference was also to delete ADR 63 and 64 as per previously agreed with 
Industry (as far back as 2015). However, when this proposal was taken to the jurisdictions Australian 
Motor Vehicle Certification Board (AMVCB), at the time, indicated they could not support mainly on 
administrative grounds.  Given the time that has passed since the proposal was put to AMVCB, the 
working group asked if DITRDC could revisit this proposal with the state jurisdictions at the next 
AMVCB meeting. DITRDC agreed to do this.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:p.caus@hvia.asn.au


 

 

4.3) Update on AS2203 and AS 4869 Coupling Standards review 
 
The review is continuing with meetings every fortnight. The committee is currently working through the 
drafts, clause by clause. 
 
The main thrust of the changes is to allow some flexibility in design and give precedence to 
manufacturers’ recommendations. 
 
One item of discussion that HVIA is seeking input on is the continued use of M-rated couplings. That is 
ratings, based on material properties rather than mechanical testing. The working group understands 
that M-ratings are generally no longer used and would prefer to remove these clauses from the 
Australian Standards. 
 
    
4.4) General Items 
 

a. List of Australian Standards to be considered for review or confirmation 
 

The ME-053 working group, which covers all heavy vehicle related Australian standards, met 
on 25 May. A list of standards due to be reconfirmed, revised or withdrawn was distributed. The 
list is attached as Appendix B. HVIA seeks feedback from members as to whether the standards 
need to be reconfirmed, revised or withdrawn. All comments should be forwarded to the CTO.  
 

b. Draft ADR’s available for review. 
 
Several draft ADR’s of interest to members have been made available on DITRDC’s web site. 
These are: 

 
i. Draft ADR 14/03 – Devices for Indirect Vision DOCX: 2565 KB 
ii. Draft ADR 35/07 – Commercial Vehicle Brake Systems DOCX: 455 KB 
iii. Consultation draft ADR 90/01- Steering System DOCX: 567 KB and Explanatory 

Information DOCX: 583 KB  
iv. Draft ADR 99/00 – Lane Departure Warning Systems DOCX: 688 KB 
v. Draft ADR 105/00 – Blind Spot Information Systems DOCX: 482 KB 
vi. Draft ADR 106/00 – Side Underrun Protection DOCX: 270 KB 

 
Please forward your comments to the CTO by 23 June or alternatively to DITRDC directly by 
30 June. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/design/files/draft-adr-14-03-devices-for-indirect-vision.docx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/design/files/draft-adr-35-07-commercial-vehicle-brake-systems.docx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/design/files/adr-90-01-consultation-draft.docx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/design/files/adr-90-01-explanatory-information.docx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/design/files/draft-adr-99-00-lane-departure-warning-systems.docx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/design/files/draft-adr-105-00-blind-spot-information-systems.docx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/design/files/draft-adr-106-00-side-underrun-protection.docx


 

 

5) National Events 
 
5.1) Brisbane Truck Show 
It’s a wrap with 30,664 attendees coming together at the 2021 Brisbane Truck Show held at the 
Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre 13-16 May. 
 
Organised by HVIA on behalf of its members and the wider transport industry, the support for the 
event signalled its vital importance as Australia’s premier on-road transport business and networking 
event. 
 
The event connects our members with their customers. It brings tens of thousands of people from the 
transport industry together to network, engage and learn from each other. “It provided a forum for 
discussions about what is happening in the industry, what needs to happen and how we are going to 
get there. 
 
During the event HVIA hosted a forum for industry leaders to meet with The Hon Scott Buchholz MP, 
Assistant Minister for Road Safety and Freight Transport to discuss the threats and opportunities for 
the industry as Australia transitions out of the pandemic. 
 
We have worked closely with the Government on developing and implementing successful stimulus 
initiatives including the instant asset write-off and the recently extended temporary full expensing. 
These initiatives are creating an environment that enables road transport operators to update and 
upgrade their vehicles and equipment. The outcome of that has been very healthy deals being done 
on the stands at the Brisbane Truck Show. 
 
One of the main items to come out of this forum, which HVIA is looking to take up is the workforce, 
recruitment, labour challenges many of the industry are currently facing. 
 
The 2021 Brisbane Truck Show provided a unique opportunity to connect with the Government and its 
agencies on one side, while developing and fostering industry awareness and a stronger relationship 
with the community. This has been highlighted through the success of the activations under the 
Heavy Vehicle Industry Week (AHVIW) banner which included the Innovation and Technology Centre, 
the Future fuels and Sustainability Hub, South Bank Truck Festival and parallel event Civil 
Construction Field Days at Hamilton North Shore. 
 
The South Bank Truck Festival was alive with an abundance of activities and entertainment for 
industry and the broader community. The Plough Inn served as the Industry Hub with live 
entertainment late into the evenings. The streets of South Bank played host to a plethora of vehicle 
displays showcasing the latest in innovation, technology & safety including the ATA’s SAFET360 road 
safety educational trailer.  
 
The Piazza accommodated the daily heats of the hotly contested National Apprentice Challenge & 
Industry Jobs Hub which were MC’d by BOP Industries young entrepreneur Scott Millar. Across the 
pathway rainforest green entertained the younger at heart with games, entertainment and an outdoor 
cinema, whilst the evenings were brought to life with by a laservision water and light spectacular; all 
complimentary.  
  
One of the many highlights of the South Bank Truck Festival was the Truck Push for Kids with Troy 
Conley-Magnusson, Strongman, pushed a twelve-tonne Freightliner Cascadia over 100feet to set a 
new Guinness World Record (tbc) with all funds raised going to sick kids. 
 
The 2021 Brisbane Truck Show delivered, thanks to the indomitable spirit and commitment of HVIA’s 
members, the Brisbane Truck Show exhibitors and our stakeholders and sponsors who were resolute 
in supporting the event. HVIA expresses its appreciation to all its partners who got behind the event 
and stuck with it through thick and thin. 
 
HVIA looks forward to welcoming the industry back in 2023! 
 

 
 



 

 

6) Workforce Development 
 
6.1) Heavy Vehicle 101 
 
HVIA’s online Learning Management System (LMS) is live with a new comprehensive training package 
for entrants to the industry, staff in back-of-house or non-technical roles, and stakeholder organisations.  

HVIA released a special Brisbane Truck Show offer – Use the code “BTS21” at the checkout to receive 
HV101 at the special rate of $29.00 per participant. This offer is valid until 30th June 2021.   

We hope Heavy Vehicles 101 (HV101) will become part of every HVIA members’ induction process and 
provides an ongoing learning opportunity for key staff.   

Purchase now with no end-date for use. 
 
Link: https://www.hviatraining.com.au/courses/heavy-vehicles-101/ 
 
 
6.2) Jobs Hub and the National Apprentice Challenge 
 
The Brisbane Truck Show has a proud history of showcasing career opportunities in the heavy vehicle 
industry, bringing students from all over Brisbane to the event so they can learn more about the industry 
and the numerous career pathways available. On the Thursday and Friday of the 2021 Brisbane Truck 
Show, HVIA hosted over 1100 students from 46 Queensland secondary schools showcasing the 
industry through its activations – the Jobs Hub and the National Apprentice Challenge. 
 
The Jobs Hub had a primary focus on students, apprenticeships and career pathways but as the event 
was located at the Southbank Piazza and in the public domain, the opportunity was there to connect 
with job seekers or those people looking for a career change. 
 
The National Apprentice Challenge saw ‘teams of two’ apprentices compete to identify and rectify a 
series of pre-programmed faults in identical Isuzu FX-series prime movers. The team with the most 

fixes and fewest mistakes takes the points. 
 
At the end of four days of competition, the Southern Region’s Luke Kneebone of Webster Trucks in  
Tasmania, and Samuel Allan from Ballarat Isuzu, prevailed to take the title. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.hviatraining.com.au/courses/heavy-vehicles-101/


 

 

Appendix A – DITRDC Lighting Working Group  
 
Summary of work to be done by the Lighting working group in relation to ADR 13. 
 
 

1. Develop three new Australian Design Rules (ADRs) incorporating UN Regulations 148, 149 and 
150.  

2. Review the Australian Specific lighting alternative arrangements and exemptions  
3. Amend ADR 13/00, 19/02 and 67/00 to:  

a. Refer to the new ADRs in addition to the existing lamp and retro-reflector ADRs.  
b. Correct errors in the existing ADRs  
c. Update Australian Specific lighting arrangements and exemptions 

4. Amend ADR 1/00, ADR 6/00, ADR 46/00, ADR 47/00, ADR 48/00, ADR 49/00, ADR 50/00, ADR 
51/00, ADR 52/00, 53/00, 54/00, 55/00, 60/00, 74/00, 75/00, 76/00, 77/00, 78/00, 86/00 and 
87/00 to reflect the latest version of UN Regulations for each type of lamp and to correct 
errors.  

 
The new lighting ADR’s proposed will be:  
 

1. ADR 101/00 – (Filament, Gas Discharge and Light Emitting Diode Light Sources) based on UN 
Regulations No 37, and UN Regulation No 128.   

2. ADR 102/00 – (Light Signalling Devices) is based on UN Regulation No. 148 the original version dated 
15 November 2019.  

3. ADR 103/00 – (Road Illumination Devices) is based UN Regulation No. 149, the original version 
dated 15 November 2019.  

 
The working group is having ongoing discussions about the Australian specific requirements and, 
currently, no decisions have been made. The table below shows the Australian requirements under 
consideration: 
 

ADR 13 Clause No. Subject  

5.15.  - Front position lamp – amber  
- Side-marker lamp – amber to the front, red to the rear  
- External cabin lamp  

5.A.  Backlit badges  

6.1.2.A  Additional main-beam headlamps  

6.1.A.  Additional driving-lamps  

6.2.6.1.  Vertical orientation – Headlamp aiming & levelling.  

6.4.1.A.  Reversing lamp – optional on trailers  

6.5.3.1.A  Additional direction indicators for vehicle & trailers > 7.5 m long  

6.9.1.A.  Front position lamps or side marker lamps for trailers > 1600 mm wide  

6.13.A.4.  Additional end-outline marker lamps  

6.15.1.  Rear retro-reflector, triangular. Aligning with UN requirements  

6.18.1.A.  Side-marker lamps – Align with UN  

6.19.  Mandating DRL  

6.21.  Mandating conspicuity lamps  

6.26.  Manoeuvring lamps - reference  

6.A  External cabin lamps  
 
  



 

 

Appendix B - Standards due to be reconfirmed, revised or withdrawn 
 
 
AS 4001.1:2017 Vehicles - Rear marker plates, Part 1: Reflective rear marker plates - Classification 
and manufacturing requirements 

AS 4001.2:2017 Vehicles - Rear marker plates, Part 2: Reflective rear marker plates - Fitting 
requirements 

AS/NZS 4737:2002 Rec:2016 Motor vehicles - 'I' beam steer axle camber adjustment 

AS 3819.1-1998 Rec:2016 Heavy duty towing components - Part 1: 70 mm and 110 mm diameter 
towballs for heavy duty couplings 

AS 4945-2000 Rec:2016 Commercial road vehicles - Interchangeable quick connect/release 
couplings for use with air-pressure braking systems 

AS 4735-2003 Rec:2016 Heavy road vehicles - Electrical connectors for articulated vehicles 

AS 3819.2-1998 Rec:2016 Heavy duty towing components - Part 2: Heavy duty coupling bodies for 
70 mm and 110 mm towballs 

AS 2174.2-2006 Rec:2016 Heavy road vehicles - Mechanical coupling between prime movers and 
semitrailers - Interchangeability requirements - Part 2: Dedicated vehicle combinations 

AS 2174.1-2006 Rec:2016 Heavy road vehicles - Mechanical coupling between prime movers and 
semitrailers - Interchangeability requirements - Part 1: Non-dedicated vehicle combinations 

 


